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1 lbs = 1 pound = 0,45 kg



(1) RECYCLING. But it is a problem here.

Recycling cannot meet the ever-increasing demend for raw materials (until 2050 there will be 9.7b people, global metal 

extraction needs to be increased by 50% and the production of non-metallic raw materials by 100%). By recycling all of 

the waste we would met around 20% of the demand!

Some commodities can not be (economically) recycled.

How do we obtain mineral resources?



(2) MINING - it is an activity of extraction of raw materials from the Eart, where an useful substance is concentrated in 

high enough quantities and is of good enough quality for economic extraction

a) prospection (geological mapping, geophysical exploration, drilling), mining project and permits

b) extraction (blasting, cutting & grinding, leaching, pumping etc.)

c) loading, crushing (primary, secondary)

d) ore beneficiation (i.e. flotation, gravitational or magnetic separation etc.)

e) metallurgical processing - hydro- or pyrometallurgical processes, bioleaching

f) purification - using chemical or metallurgical procedures to get the desired output

g) mine closure and land recultivation (BUT!!! IN THE VAST MAJORITY OF CASES NOT BECAUSE THERE IS LACK OF ORE, 

BUT BECAUSE EXTRACTION IS NOT ECONOMICALLY VIABLE ANY MORE)

How do we obtain mineral resources?



Mining process



Mining process



NEGATIVE INFLUENCES

- land use, infrastructure, transport

- energy-intensive industry, water and chemical use

- large quantities of waste

- emission of harmful substances (natural or man-made)

- secondary effects: land subsidence, instability, water regime,

econsystems

Mining process



We will not run out of mineral resources. The only question is at what price are we going to extract and process them! 

Economical extraction is a function with numerous variables: prices, environment, taxation, geology, price of energy, 

workforce etc.

Mining is the future! If it’s Not Grown, It Must Be Mined.
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Economical factors for mine closure: Main factors for mine opening:

- ore prices on global markets - required infrastructure (water, energy, workforce...)

- decrease of raw material content - local community, social licence fto operate

- increased mine depths lead to increased costs (water, people) - environmental impacts

- decreased stripping ratio - workforce

- geomechanical stability

What are the factors which dictates mine opening and closure?



https://sac.edu.ph/no-to-mining-anthonians/

Let's mine big low-grade ore 
deposits in big mines by using 
big machines, and leaving big 
environmental footprints!



Never send a human to 
do a machine's job!

- Agent  Smith, The Matrix



- selective mining, let's (selectively) mine small high-grade deposits

- autonomous / remotely-controlled mining: let's mine deposits where humans can not go

What's next?



- selective mining, let's (selectively) mine small high-grade deposits

Benefits of selective mining

- get rid of humans from the excavation face

- significantly less amounts of waste

- better geotechnical stability

- can unlock many small, but reach deposits which are not the main target 

for conventional mining

- can be used in active mines in areas not attractive for conventional 

mining



- autonomous / remotely-controlled mining: let's mine deposits where humans can not go

Benefits of autonomous / remotely-controlled mining?

- get rid of humans from the excavation face

- less costs for workers health & safety

- unlocking ultra-deep deposits, ocean floor, even asteroid

- more attractive sector for workforce

- more productive work



- selective mining, let's (selectively) mine small high-grade deposits

- autonomous / remotely-controlled mining: let's mine deposits where humans can not go

What's next?



Vision of the mine of the future:

Mining:

- is completely automated, no humans needed underground; human interventions 
are needed, but can be done remotely,
- machines are modular, can self-assembly and self disassembly, are able to use 
various tools and to replace worn-out parts,
- machines are able to distinguish between ore and waste, and are able to make 
decisions accordingly,
- minerals are extracted precisely, in all 3 directions, with much less waste,
- have complex, or fractal-like mine layout, increased stability,
- mining machines can start digging from the surface, and can operate in various 
environments, even underwater, in fresh or saline waters, in corrosive 
environments etc.,
- mineral separation is occurring underground, with in-situ backfilling if needed,
- ore concentrate is transported to the surface,
- downstream industries (concentration, processing, metal extraction) are also 
automated,
- can operate in extraterrestrial environments (like on the Moon, Mars, asteroids).



It could be stated, that underground autonomous mining is bigger challenge than the exploration of extraterrestrial bodies.

- energy supply (crushing of rocks requires enormous amounts of energy)

batteries???

if we use fuels we need oxygen or ventilation

hydraulic systems, compressed air, problem with pipes

explosives, danger of accidents

nuclear / fuel cells / fusion?

- motoric, locomotion

legs or wheels?

3D environment, must be able to climb

substance independent (walk, crawl, swim, climb, float etc. in air, fresh/salt water, gas, oil...)

- communication (rocks absorb EM waves)

cable communication (cables again!)

autonomous or semi-autonomous machines

wireless routers - straight corridors are needed (generates waste!)

Technological challenges



It could be stated, that underground autonomous mining is bigger challenge than the exploration of extraterrestrial bodies.

- cutting of hard rocks, productivity

how to assure backforce (especially for smaller machines)

anchoring?

buoyoancy in the case of water environment

replacement of worn-out parts

transportation of extracted ore to the processing plant

- big data handling

data storage, data processing

information & feature extraction

communications, data transfer

algorithms development (feature detection, artificial intelligence)

- human-machine interaction

virtual reality

data integration

decision-support sytems & autonomy

Technological challenges



It could be stated, that underground autonomous mining is bigger challenge than the exploration of extraterrestrial bodies.

- robustness and resistance to corrosion

presence of corrosive gasses and liquids (i.e. H2SO4)

tolerant to malfunctions; back-up systems

tolerant to impacts, roof collapses

tolerant to magnetic and electric fields, radiation

tolerant to high temperatures

- modularity (a lot of different tasks in the mine)

- sensors

positioning, environmental sensing, manoeuvering (GPS does not works underground)

mineral and ore detection system

high noise environment, dust, dirt, water, suspension, gasses...

Technological challenges



- automatization of tasks, remote control of machines (co-existence of humans and machines)

- sensors, virtual reality environments

less issues with health and safety of workers

better working environment

“The man who moves a mountain begins by carrying away small stones.” (Confucius)

Sandvik AutoMine Soil Machine Dynamics



Off-shore mining



First commercial steps

Julius robot - Innok Robotics

Sandvik Mining DD320s

Accusteer MWD

Sandvik Rapid Mine Development System

Atlas Copco Mobile Miner

Joy DynaCut

Longwall automatic mining

And many many others...



Sea floor mining & Various projects

Badger
AutoFlyMap

And many many others...

Pipebots

KRISO underwater mining machines

NAUTILUS

DAMEN dredging



This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and 
innovation programme under grant agreement No 642477

¡vamos!



Inland Submerged Mining 

(Concept Prototype)

Floating Slurry Hose& UmbilicalHose reel

Control Centre

Processing facility

Deployment Vessel

Mining Vehicle

Orebody

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 642477









Autonomous exploration of flooded mines

(UNEXMIN & UNEXUP projects)



Prometheus, 2012





Scientific payload

 visual and multispectral 
cameras

 scanners and sonars

 water sampler

 pH/EC unit

 gamma-ray detector

 PLANNED: rock sampler, 
magnetic field sensors, 
increased operational range 
and depth

 more versatile and effective 
hardware on the field 
(decreased downtime)



Data processing development

 less people needed in the field

 reducing weight, while 
increasing operational range 
and depth

 on-line dive monitoring, 
remote control

 faster battery replacement

 better localisation

 faster data retrieving 
protocols & data processing 
(less time from raw data to the 
product)

 development of data post-
processing algorythms



▪ Diverse set of environments

▪ Exploration of unvisited mine 

locations in more than 150 years 

(Ecton)

▪ 50 dives

▪ 98 mission hours

▪ 5 Km traveled

▪ Localization final accumulated error 

for 90min typical mission: 0.3 m 

position , 0.1deg heading

Results



Folding, winding shaft (-79 m)
Syncline with calcitized tension cracks, 

winding shaft (-46-48 m)

Structural geology observations in Ecton



▪ Filme ecton?

Results



Ecton mine, calcite veins in the 
winding shaft (-37.4m)





Field mission: Hranice Abyss

On the 1st August 2022 UX-1Neo dived and mapped the deepest known
underwater cave Hranice Abyss in Czech Republic to the depth of -450m



TECHNOLOGY EXPLOITATION UNEXMIN GeoRobotics Ltd.
Offering service with the developed equipment, further development

 Raw materials exploration

 Water reservoirs surveying

 Cavity measurement (e.g. salt mines)

 Cave system exploration

 Cultural heritage sites investigation

 Environmental monitoring

 Underwater exploration and mining

 Sensor and instrument development

 Automated measurements

 Autonomy, multi-robot platform

 Data processing, geoscientific evaluation

 3D visualization

 Space applications

▪ Strong focus on commercializing the technology





ROBOMINERS
Resilient Bio-inspired Modular Robotic Miners

This project has received funding from
the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and 

innovation programme under grant agreement No. 
820971.



The robot miner – a new approach

Bio-inspired, modular and reconfigurable

2D and 3D feeding patterns as shown by trace fossils.

Big robot, small mining machine





Production tool Two modules 
coupled

Modular and reconfigurable









Take home message 

Mining is here to stay that is why we need to make it as safe and 
environmentally friendly as possible 

For this we will need to develop autonomous systems that will (in the 
long term) replace humans and will be able to mine in harsh conditions 
and in unfriendly environments (great depths, high T, deep sees, space….)



Thank you for your attention!

gorazd.zibret@geo-zs.si

S R E Č N O !


